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The midI1980s disco=ery by C. L. Jen of a ballistic
trajectory technique utilizing multiple Venus and #VI
Mercury gra=ity assists offers a lowIrisk approach to
maQimizing payload deli=ery into Mercury orbit.
Recent studies ha=e demonstrated the =iability of a
Mercury orbiter mission, utilizing this type of
trajectory, within LASA Disco=ery Program
guidelines. Application of a detailed spacecraft design
to the lowestIrisk nearIterm mission opportunity
enabled a more rigorous analysis of key trajectory
design aspects. This opportunity, which requires launch
in 2005, has trip times of 4.2 and 5.6 years for
trajectories ha=ing two and three Mercury swingbys,
respecti=ely.
Trajectory
optimization
software
impro=ements and realistic spacecraft operational
constraints contributed to a lowerI#V solution than
pre=iously published, tempered with operational
constraints that affect the timing of deterministic #Vs.
Wor eQample, solar conjunction (where solar
interference disrupts spacecraftIEarth tracking station
communications) and the desire for realItime
monitoring of all #Vs, led to mo=ing a planned #V
earlier than the minimum #V date. [ther sources of
additional #V come from gra=ity loss due to a nonI
impulsi=e maneu=er at Mercury orbit insertion.

IntBoductIon
[f the siQ planets closest to the Sun, only Mercury has
no comprehensi=e orbiter mission en route, in progress,
or concluded. A Mercury orbiter mission has long been
part of LASA\s core program of solar system
eQploration1. After a brief re=iew of Mercury orbiter
studies, this paper will focus on selected heliocentric
and hermicentric trajectory analyses at a typical LASA
phase A/B le=el of detail for the 2005 launch
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opportunity. These analyses ha=e the greatest impact on
postIlaunch #V and launch energy, parameters needed
for determining maQimum initial spacecraft mass.
Summary heliocentric transfer trajectory data for other
launch opportunities will demonstrate the uniqueness
and preference associated with launching in 2005. The
ballistic trajectories offering the largest payload and
lowest risk to Mercury orbit utilize two Venus gra=ity
assists (swingbys), two or three Mercury swingbys, and
a few strategically placed propulsi=e maneu=ers.
Current Disco=ery guidelines include launch =ehicle no
larger than a Delta 7925H, phase C/D de=elopment less
than three years through launch ` 30 days, and total
mission cost not to eQceed $299 Million in Wiscal Jear
$1999.
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Since the 1974I75 Mariner 10 Mercury flybys, a MerI
cury orbiter mission has appeared too risky or eQpenI
si=e for serious consideration. Howe=er, recent techI
nological ad=ances are working to re=erse this trend in
the E.S.A., Europe, and >apan. Jen2 has documented
Mercury orbiter mission studies3,4,5 prior to 1985.
In 1985 Jen2 described a new method with impro=ed
performance for ballistic Mercury orbiter missions.
This method offers the lowest launch energy and postI
launch #V requirements by utilizing two Venus gra=ity
assists followed by up to three Mercury gra=ity assists
with subsequent #V near aphelion. The Venus
swingbys lower the spacecraft orbit\s perihelion and
aphelion as well as perform much of the 7c plane
change from Earth orbit to Mercury orbit.
The Mercury swingbyI#V pairs lower the spacecraft
orbit\s aphelion and rotate the orbit line of apsides

towards Mercury\s line of apsides, thereby reducing the
#V required for Mercury orbit insertion. Each Mercury
swingby and subsequent #V place the spacecraft into an
orbit with period nearly equal to an integer number of
Mercury orbit periods. This spacecraftdMercury orbit
resonance increases from 2d3 to 3d4 to 5d6 with one,
two, and three Mercury swingbys. In 1997 McAdams
determined that a contingency fourth Mercury swingby
using a 7d8 resonance and =ery small aphelion #V (to
pre=ent mo=ing Mercury orbit insertion away from
Mercury\s perihelion) required nearly 200 m/sec less
#V and 23 months longer trip time than the trajectory
with three Mercury swingbys.

maneu=er attitude. The size, orientation, and allowed
=ariation in the spacecraft\s orbit at Mercury are within
limitations set for the science payload, power, and
thermal control. Constraints not mentioned abo=e ha=e
lesser effects on the spacecraft trajectory and maneu=er
design.
0CtIonCle OoB 2Cunch In '<<=
Before entering detailed discussion on the trajectory to
Mercury, it is appropriate to focus on rationale for
selecting the 2005 launch opportunity. fey mission
parameters for upcoming Mercury orbiter launch opporI
tunities are listed in Table 1. PostIlaunch #V does not
include na=igation or margin. PostIlaunch #V and
mission duration in Table 1 eQclude time after Mercury
orbit insertion. Although the 2002 launch opportunity
offers the largest initial spacecraft mass (1080 kg =s.
1060 kg for 2005), the 2005 launch pro=ides a shorter
flight time with a #V contingency option of a third
Mercury swingby. A large penalty affecting launch
mass arises for the 2002 launch opportunity. Lote also
that high launch energy requirements for the 2004 and
2007 launches result in much lower payload masses.

Since 1985 se=eral Mercury orbiter studies ha=e
applied Jen\s ballistic trajectory method or chosen a
lowIthrust (solar electric propulsionISEP or solar sail)
trajectory. Ballistic Mercury orbiter mission studies
include a dual orbiter6 and the first Disco=eryIclass
approach7 by >PL, as well as a 2002 launch Disco=eryI
proposed mission by Carnegie Institute of eashington
/>ohns Hopkins Eni=ersity Applied Physics Laboratory,
and an ESAIproposed mission that would launch in
20098. The >apanese go=ernment is currently in=estigatI
ing a ballistic approach Mercury orbiter mission using a
more preliminary =ersion of the 2005 launch trajectory
presented here and a spinIstabilized spacecraft9. flueI
=er and AbuISaymeh10 eQamined optimal SEP Mercury
orbiter trajectories that utilize one Venus swingby and
Lew Millenium DSI1 propulsion technology.

Table 1
LearITerm Launch [pportunity Comparison*
Launch AugISep >unI>ul >ulIAug
>ul
Date
2002
2004
2005
2007
2379
2010
2420
2338
#VPL
(km/s)
Duration
4.5
5.3
4.2
5.2
(years)
C3
12.7
28.9
16.3
21.8
(km2/s2)
EQtreme
I44.0
I18.4
I33.3
i
DLA (c)
Mercury
3
3
2
3
Swingbys
1 km/s
Lower
Lo
Lowest
Concerns
payloadj schedule payload
#V at
backup
backup
Venus
* Entries scaled to account for 20Iday launch window.
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In order to transition between the preliminary preIphase
A and the moreIdetailed phase A/B analyses, a realistic
spacecraft design, operational constraints, and science
requirements must be defined. The assumed spacecraft
recei=es power from solar arrays and batteries (launch
phase and solar occultation). The dualImode
(bipropellant/monopropellant) propulsion system uses a
660L primary thruster for all maneu=ers larger than 20
m/sec. This thruster pro=ides about 40g more thrust
than the LEAR spacecraft\s large thruster in order to
reduce Mercury orbit insertion (M[I) gra=ityIloss #V.
All propulsi=e maneu=ers performed less than 0.7 AE
from the Sun are designed within tiltIangle constraints
in pitch and yaw. Propulsi=e maneu=ers must
accommodate realItime monitoring from Earth, with the
eQception of part of the 24Iminute M[I burn. A
DE405Ibased Mercury orbit integration based upon a
nominal SunIfacing spacecraft area pro=ides a detailed
assessment of orbital parameter fluctuation and

2Cunch
The strategy implemented for defining a 20Iday launch
window yields the maQimum initial spacecraft mass for
a constraintIadjusted, nearIminimum total #V trajectory
to Mercury orbit. Spacecraft dry mass and postIlaunch
#V requirements dictate launch aboard a 3Istage Delta
7925H, the largest launch =ehicle allowed within
LASA\s Disco=ery Program. The maQimum launch
energy and eQtreme DLA (see Table 2), together with a
2
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llaunch energy for postIlaunch #V eQchangem was
performed for launch dates >uly 31 and August 1.
Launch energy was reduced by 0.3 km2/s2 at a cost of
39.7 m/s (increasing the maQimum postIlaunch #V by
only 4.5 m/s since the >uly 31 unconstrained case
required 35.2 m/s less postIlaunch #V than the August
14 maQimum postIlaunch #V). The result is two days
added to the launch window with no reduction of initial
spacecraft launch mass, but at the loss of eQtra #V
margin for the first two days of the launch window. To
achie=e final launch window, the second deep space
maneu=er (DSM) was mo=ed earlier by 9I12 days at a
penalty of 9I15 m/s #V to comply with the lmonitoring
during all maneu=ersm constraint. This DSM shift
mo=ed the maneu=er to a SunIEarthIspacecraft angle of

99.0g probability of commanded shutdown (PCS I
standard launch =ehicle parameter), define the
maQimum spacecraft mass deli=ered to the heliocentric
transfer orbit. Details of the launch trajectory prior to
first contact with a Deep Space Letwork (DSL)
tracking antenna are not pertinent here.

Table 2
Mercury [rbiter Launch Summary
Launch dates

>ul 31I Aug 19, 2005 (20 days)

Launch energy

C3 k 16.3 km2/sec2

Launch =ehicle

DeltaI7925HI9.5

Initial launch mass

1060 kg (maQ for 99g PCS)

Wigure 1 n Ecliptic Plane Projection of Mercury [rbiter Trajectory
Launch window definition begins with determining the
minimum total #V case (August 7, 2005 launch). This
was performed and =erified with two independent
software tools. By adding and subtracting days to the
August 7 launch date, 18 lminimum total #Vm trajecI
tories were generated with the first and last launch dates
ha=ing nearly equal launch energy (August 2I19). Since
maQimum postIlaunch #V occurs on August 14, a

2c, where solar interference would not pre=ent spaceI
craft communication. Wigure 1 shows a sample
trajectory profile for an August 2, 2005 launch.

.enus +NIng?ys
The Mercury orbiter mission employs two Venus
swingbys and two DSMs prior to the first Mercury
3
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14I18 days after this Venus swingby. Therefore, greater
emphasis is needed on final preIencounter orbit
determination and targeting #V(s).

encounter. Throughout the 20Iday launch window, the
Venus swingby dates remain somewhat stable, =arying
less than two days. This stability occurs because the
best position for Venus at swingby is roughly opposite
the location of the Mercury encounters. Wor an orbiter
mission, the Mercury encounters need to mo=e toward
Mercury\s perihelion, because the orbit insertion #V is
least when applied while Mercury is closest to the Sun.
E=en though it requires more #V to lower the
spacecraft orbit to perihelion than to aphelion, the
sa=ing achie=ed in performing orbit insertion near
Mercury\s perihelion more than compensates.

Table 3
Planetary Swingby Effect on Heliocentric
[rbit Inclination and Apsidal Distance
Body Inclination Perihelion Aphelion
Lame
(deg)
(AE)
(AE)
Earth
2.4
0.60
1.02
Venus
8.0
0.55
0.90
Venus
6.7
0.33
0.75
Mercury
7.0
0.31
0.70
Mercury
7.0
0.30
0.63

The DSMs before and after the Venus swingbys =ary
much in magnitude and date. The first DSM, which
occurs near the first of two perihelions en route to
Venus, =aries about two weeks in order to account for
EarthIVenus phasing, early launch window launch
energy reduction, and shifts in the second DSM to
a=oid solar conjunction. The second DSM, which
occurs just o=er one orbit into the type III VenusItoI
Mercury transfer, is affected by the constraint for realI
time obser=ation of the maneu=er, and is near aphelion
to efficiently target the first Mercury swingby. Strategy
for final placement of this DSM was discussed in the
earlier lLaunchm section.

The second Venus swingby establishes an orbit with
aphelion near Venus\ orbit radius and perihelion near
Mercury\s perihelion distance. In order to satisfy
LASA planetary protection requirements11, Venus
passage altitude should not be less than 300 km. This
minimum altitude may decrease with generation of a
highIprecision integrated trajectory and a detailed plan
for preIencounter orbit determination. E=en though the
optimum close approach altitude is below 300 km, no
propulsi=e #V is required during this encounter. The
21cI22c approach phase angle indicates that, like the
first Venus swingby, Venus will be brightly illuminated
by the Sun as seen from the spacecraft.

Two Venus swingbys allow greater ad=antage of
Venus\ gra=ity field to reduce propulsion requirements.
The o=erall effect of using Venus is to remo=e energy
from the heliocentric transfer and rotate the spacecraft
trajectory plane nearer to Mercury\s orbit plane. A
consequence of splitting the effect o=er two encounters
is that the first swingby must produce a spacecraft orbit
period that eQactly matches Venus\ orbit period. This
assures that the spacecraft and planet will meet again
one Venus period later. Refer to Table 3 for the effect
each swingby has on the spacecraft orbit inclination and
perihelion/aphelion distances. The calculations that
establish the required orbit optimize the postIencounter
flight path angle, the change in inclination, and the
passage altitude to accommodate the finite hyperbolic
eQcess =elocities before and after the encounter.

3eBcuBy +NIng?ys

A pair of unpowered (zero propulsi=e #V) 200Ikm
altitude Mercury swingbys followed by nearIaphelion
DSMs act to slow the spacecraft enough to enable
Mercury orbit insertion at the third Mercury encounter.
This method is similar to the wellIknown #VIEarth
gra=ity assist technique used by Lear Earth Asteroid
Rendez=ous and planned by STARDEST. Howe=er,
here the Mercury gra=ity assists lower aphelion and
work with the DSMs to rotate the spacecraft orbit line
of apsides closer to the Mercury orbit line of apsides.
The MercuryIMercury transfer orbits ha=e successi=e
spacecraftdMercury orbital resonance of nearly 2d3 and
3d4. Each heliocentric orbit during this phase is indistinI
guishable in a con=entional trajectory profile such as
Wigure 1. The bipolar plot with fiQed SunIEarth line
(Wigure 2) clearly shows each heliocentric orbit and
preser=es spacecraft distances and orientation with
respect to the Earth and Sun. The inset of Wigure 1
shows both Mercury swingbys on Mercury\s dark side.

The passage distance for the first encounter optimizes at
altitudes ranging from 3102 to 3573 km o=er the launch
window. The low phase angle (13c to 17c) during the
first encounter indicates that Venus will be nearly fully
illuminated by sunlight as seen by the spacecraft on its
preIencounter trajectory. Howe=er, solar conjunction
(spacecraft passes behind the Sun as =iewed from the
Earth) about a week after this encounter. The
communication link is uncertain 2I3 days before and
4
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In the e=ent of inIflight #V usage eQceeding allowed
margins, the spacecraft could delay Mercury orbit
insertion by about 1.5 years by targeting a third
Mercury swingby on the same day at about the same
time of the pre=iously planned M[I. A subsequent
aphelion propulsi=e maneu=er on Lo=ember 29, 2009
will place the spacecraft into a 5d6 orbital resonance
with Mercury, culminating in M[I on March 17I18,
2011. Accounting for lower gra=ity loss at M[I, total
#V sa=ed with three =ersus two Mercury swingbys
approaches 500 m/s.

The Mercury swingbys occur in 2008 on >anuary 15
and [ctober 6 with no more than siQ hours =ariation
throughout the 20Iday launch window. The approach
phase angles of 112c and 121c indicate that the spaceI
craft can better =iew the sunlit portion of Mercury after
close approach. The relati=e =elocities at encounter
decrease from 5.79 km/s to 5.15 km/s to 3.37 km/s at
Mercury orbit insertion (M[I). Any imaging during the
Mercury swingbys necessitates an analysis characI
terizing the encounter =iewing geometry. A sample of
data for this type analysis is seen in Table 4 (1 RM k
2439.7 km). SubIsolar latitude is 0c since Mercury\s
equator and heliocentric orbit plane are nearly identical.

Table 4
Mercury Swingby o2 ([ctober 6, 2008) Viewing Summary
Milestone
Description
8 RM alt before
1 RM alt before
5 minutes before
close approach
5 minutes after
1 RM alt after
8 RM alt after

SubIspacecraft
latitude (deg)
0.49
I0.30
I0.93
I1.45
I1.36
I0.95
I0.22

SubIspacecraft e
longitude (deg)
227.43
196.96
170.26
132.56
94.84
68.10
37.62

SubIsolar e
longitude (deg)
357.29
357.33
357.33
357.34
357.34
357.34
357.38

S/CIMercuryI
Sun angle (deg)
129.82
160.28
172.71
135.21
97.51
70.79
40.29

ETC
(hhdmmdss)
20d13d00
21d07d14
21d14d00
21d19d00
21d24d00
21d30d46
22d25d00

Circle at 1 AE from Sun

#V1

#V3

M[I

#V4
#V2

Sun

Venuso1

Earth
Mercuryo2

Mercuryo1
Venuso2
Wigure 2 n 2005 Launch Mercury [rbiter Bipolar (WiQed SunIEarth line) Trajectory
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The heliocentric transfer ends at Mercury orbit insertion
on September 30, 2009. The initial, nearIpolar,
posigrade orbit has a 12Ihour period and periherm and
apoherm altitudes of 200 km and 15,193 km, respecI
ti=ely. The 24.4Iminute, 1.553 km/s orbit insertion
maneu=er includes a gra=ity loss #V due to a finite
burn penalty in Mercury\s gra=ity field. The magnitude
and direction of the arri=al hyperbolic eQcess =elocity
will place the spacecraft into an orbit with one of two
initial periherm latitudes. Wigure 3 shows the solution
that first flies o=er the north polar region. Although not
considered here, actual periherm latitude selection
depends on apsidal rotation #V, orbit maQimum eclipse
time, and science goals. During M[I the minimum
altitude is 200 km, but the effect of the portion of the
maneu=er performed after the minimum altitude point
is to dri=e the following periherm to 147Ikm altitude. A
7 m/s apoherm #V then raises the first postIM[I
periherm to 200Ikm altitude. The difference between
the twoIphase 1.560 km/s M[I and impulsi=e 1.485
km/s M[I is 75 m/s. [rbit insertion into an
intermediate initial orbit with longer period could
reduce the finite burn penalty, but would likely require
one or more maneu=ers with the spacecraft attitude
lea=ing sensiti=e components unprotected from direct
sunlight. More in=estigation is needed in this area.

Wor the nominal 12 months at Mercury, a DE405Ibased
integrated trajectory incorporated three pairs of #Vs,
one pair e=ery time Mercury completes a solar orbit.
This #V pair consists of an apoherm #V of 26.4 n 23.7
m/s for lowering periherm from 488 n 458 km down to
200 km, and a periherm #V of 4.1 n 3.7 m/s for
adjusting orbital period from about 11.75 to 12 hours.
EQamples of orbital parameter =ariation include an 8cI
9c northerly drift of periapsis latitude and a 4cI5c drift
of the line of nodes pushing the lowIaltitude descending
node farther into Mercury\s dark side when Mercury is
near perihelion. The line of nodes produces a subIsolar,
lowIlatitude, fly o=er when Mercury is nearly 0.39 AE
from the Sun.

,onclusIon
Application of a spacecraft design, operational conI
straints, and science requirements for the 2005 launch
Mercury orbiter added o=er 180 m/s #V to the
minimum total #V patched conic solution. ehen
combined with a na=igation analysis of all deterministic
#Vs and planetary swingbys, these results lead to a
lower, reliable estimate of nonIdeterministic (na=igaI
tion/margin) #V. In addition, software impro=ements
enabled disco=ery of a lower total #V Mercury orbiter
trajectory than identified in pre=ious research.
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